It is strange that two of the titles of the plays in this collection contain the word mystery: The Mystery of Attraction and The Mystery at the Middle of Ordinary Life. That which is mysterious excites wonder, curiosity, or surprise while baffling our efforts to comprehend or identify it. That which is mysterious is beyond our powers to discover, understand, or explain.
It is passing strange that critic José Muñoz uses the word mysterious to describe the appearance of Maria Irene Fornes's plays in his discussion of Nilo Cruz's play Two Sisters and a Pianoa work that he regards as saturated with mysteriousness. Both Cruz and Marlane Meyer cite Fornes as a pivotal influence in their formation. Muñoz goes on to describe this mysterious quality as ''strategic, measured, and interventionist.'' That which is strange deviates from what is ordinary, usual, or to be expected. So the greed for the strange is also the poet's search for originality in style, the desire for ''the pleasure of the original, a pleasure sought in reaction to a culture of numbing sameness'' (Frank Lentricchia). The middle class, as Wallace Stevens so effectively noticed, has a ''common preference for realistic satisfactions.'' Desdemona, on the other hand, inclined seriously and greedily to devour strangeness, so much so that she in part wished she had not heard it, ''yet she wished / That heaven had made her such a man.'' Some friend of Othello must have taught these playwrights how to tell their tales, for they have most certainly wooed me. All five of these plays shatter gradually through the icy surface of our ''culture of commodity.'' All of these writers risk work that goes beyond realism, beyond the palliative of the middle class, beyond the capitalistic demands of the culture of commodity with tales that would win any daughter (or son).
When we speak of the action of these plays, what Francis Fergusson described as movement of spirit, we must dive deep into mystery through poetry, the supreme engine of their dramatic action, toward a radical deviancy of experience. The Monster of Neal Bell's Monster is really Victor Frankenstein himself. How Desdemona loved the stories of Cannibals and Anthropophagi! Follow the trail of Erin Cressida Wilson's The Trail of Her Inner Thigh into the secret of the womb-mystery itself. Is it witchcraft or craft? Let you witness it.
We should walk out of the theater after seeing any of these plays with the same amazement Nick Adams experienced after encountering The Battler: ''He found he had a ham sandwich in his hand and put it in his pocket.'' Oh, to be so knocked out by a play, to get the craziness that's coming to us without knowing quite what happened-or how. When was the last time you ''found'' you had a ham sandwich in your hand? Looking back we see the firelight in the clearing of our mind's eye: We see these playwrights' visages in their minds.
